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	1. 0	 INTRODUCTi<)N
This is a final report on NASA Contract NAS9- 15094
 
Physiological
Spacecraft Environment Data Documentation. The work performed under
this contract was initiated 1 July 1976 and was originally scheduled to be
completed by 1 July 1977. Two contract extensions have been issued for
the convenience of the Government which Maces the delivery date on 15
December 1977 at no additional cost.
The overall objective of this contract was to document the physio-
logical limits of exposure to environmental parameters encounters l during
space flight. The environmental limits which have been previously estab-
lished were described in terms of acceptable physiological changes.
Further objectives of this contract were:
1. to make the description of the physiological limits and physiological
responses maximally accessible and utilizable to the NASA medical
team.
2	 to consider the effect of a wide population variance on the established
limits
4.	 to identify areas in which further research might be required.
	
2.0
	
CONTRACT TASKS
The specific contract tasks are described in this section of the final
report. The task descriptions are identific d by the title and number given
in the contract work statemer.cs and include the following information:
1. A brief statement of the purpose and scope of the task.
2. Discussion of the results obtained.
3. Conclusions and recommender; actions.
4. A discussion of unresolved problems and proposed possible course
of action where results could not be obtained within the terms of the
contract due to unresolved problems.
i	
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2Task 4. 1	 Formulate the Rita hook Outline
The purpose of this task was to formulate :u ► outline for the com-
pleted data book. The outline was to he coordinated and approved by the
Contract Technical Monitor : ► nd distributed to the NASA identified con-
tributing medical specialists.
As a result of two preliminary meetings with the NASA Technical
Monitor, a title was established for the final ducunrent. It shall he
called Physiological Design Requirements.
A literature survey was conducted and several comprehensive
sources were reviewed for organization, style, and level of detail. The
contents breakdown of the Compendium of Hunan Re^tihe i ► se to the Aero-
space Environment was selected as a basic model for this document. A
complete outline for each of the twelve proposed chapters was formulated
and coordinated with the Contract Technical Monitor within the contract
schedule. A group of authors front NASAiJSC were selected as contribu-
tors and the proposed outlines were distributed at the first meeting of
authors held on October 1, 1976. In addition to the chapter outlines, a
guideline for authors was developed to clarify the intent of the document
and the guiding principles and ground rules. This document was distributed
with the proposed chapter outlines.
Task 4.2	 Coordinate 11:ila 11nok Outline Approvals
The purpose of this task was to consider suggested changes to the
outlines from the authors of each section.
The final meeting of the authors was held in ,January 1977. Authors
for four of the chapters had submitted revisions to the proposed outlines
by that time. These suggestions were coordinated with the Contract Tech-
nical Monitor and approved outlines were produced. :authors of the remain-
ing eight chapters were contacted and stated that the outlines as proposed
were consistent with their intenued chapter organi;(.ation.
3Task 4.3 Collect and Assemble Source Information
The purpose of this task was to coordinate with each contributing
author to collect and assemble the source material to be documented.
This coordination was to be conducted under the general direction of tilt,
NASA 'lbehnical Monitor.
A formal review process was established by NASA in order to satisfy
the requirements for publication of the data book as a NASA Technical
Memorandum and to assure a consistent level of quality in the finished
product. The review process consisted of a preliminary review by the
contractor to provide technical edi; ing and adherence to established
guidelines. The next review was to be given by a review committee com-
posed of three permanent members and two guest reviewers selected from
the remaining authors. The three permanent members were E. L. Michel,
W. E. Hull, and J. INT. Waligora. The contractor was to obtair a com-
plete set of suggested revisions from the review committee and prepare
a final draft from them.
In order to accomplish the reviews by the end of the original con-
tract period a schedule was coordinated with the Contract Technical :Monitor
and provided to all of the contributing authors. During the early meetings
with authors the role of the contractor in assembling the source material
was explained in a prescntallon by the contractor. Consultation was
required by NASA authors infre(lucntly before the scheduled date of sub-
mittal. However, when required it was provided without except ion. On
least one occasion the contractor reviewed an existing document for a
Icontributor and provided written comments on how it could be adapted
to satisfy the requirements of the Ph;siological Design Requirements.
The proposed schedule for submittal of data book sections was not
met with only two exceptions. A new schedule was prepared, approved,
and distriLuted to data book contributors. When it became ap parent that
the new schedule would not be met, a letter was issued to NASA describing
Lthe anticipated sl ► I ► page of contract milestones. Also during this period,
it became known that the intended authors of three sections of the docu-
ment would be leaving JSC and could no longer be counted on to author
these sections. A contract extension was issued for four additional
months. I3y August 1977, three chapters ha(, hecn submitted and a review
committee meeting was planned.
The contents of the data book were altered to reflect the loss of the
attended author. One section on the effects of light was eliminated and a
section on acceleration was combined with the section on mechanical
vibration. Authorship of the remaining section of the document on weight-
less was offered to Dennis Gri>unds, who was the technical editor under
this contract.
By the end of the final contract period, after another extension of
six weeks was issued, a total of five (5) of the orig ► nallY proposed twelve
(12) sections had hecn reviewed, collected, and assembled for final prep-
aration. Two (2) additional chapters have Veen through the review process
and have gone back to the authors for modification. After combining two of
the remaining seven proposed sections, five have tentatively been shc;ved
and one is sti!I planned to be written, reviewed, and included in the final
document. The status of unfinished sections is indicated in the final data
book document prepared and dclivercd to the contract Technical Monitor.
The final sections of the dat: ► hook are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Title
1. Atmosphere
2. Contaminants
3. Thermal Environment
4. Acceleration, Impact, and Vibration
S.	 Sound and Noise
6. Radio Frequency Radiation (including
microwaves)
7. Ionizing Radiation
8. Weightlessness
Author
D. G. Horrigan
H. L. Kaplan, Ph. D.
J. M. Waligora
J. M. Wal igora (reviewmnly)
J. L. Ham ick, Ph. D.
D. S. Nachtwey, Ph. D. (review only)
(To be written)
D. J. Grounds
5Task 4.4	 Assure Data C(completeness
The objective of this task was to review the material to identify the
adequacy of the content, format, quality of graphics, etc.
The seven sections of the data book which have undergone the review
process were reviewed by the technical editor before the review • committee
meetings. In four of the sections, the suggested changes were incorporated
into the draft before the review committee copies were prepared. In the
other three sections including one section authored by the Technical Editor,
suggested revisions were given at the review committee meeting and incor-
porated before the final draft was prepared.
Task 4. 5	 Edit Source Material and Tvlx.- First Draft
The objective of this task was to conduct technical editing and type
draft material.
The available data book sections which had been reviewed, «ere
edited and a final draft was prepared. The technical editing included
checking; the final copy against the review committee recommended
revisions, assuring; correctness of references, sup plying SI
units where others had been used, and assuring the quality of graphics.
The prepared sections have been dupl icated (20 copies) and del ivet  I
the Contract 'Technical Nh,nitor on 15 December 1077.
6cZECO1INTF.NDA11ONS
The data book will become a ninth more valLlable tool to the intended users
if the document is completed in the following; way.
1. Complete the typing; and copy preparation for the two reviewed sections
consistent with the sections prepared Under this contract.
2. Follow through with plans to have the section on Ionizing; tZ,diation
completed and prepared as in (1).
3. Consider proceeding; with preparation of the sections on NLig ►netic
Fields and Electric Currents as a combined topic and prepare as
in (1).
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